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Spanwise blowing over the wing and canard of a 1:35 model of a close-coupled-canard fighter-airplane 
configuration (similar to the Kfir-C2) was investigated experimentally in low-speed flow. Tests were con
ducted at airspeeds of 30 m/sec (Reynolds number of 1.B x lOs based on mean aerodynamic chord) with angle
of-attack sweeps from _8 0 to 600, and yaw-angle sweeps from _8 0 to 36 0 at fixed angles of attack 00, 100, 
20 0, 25 0, 300, and 350. Significant improvement in lift-curve slope, maximum lift, drag polar and lateral/ 
directional stability was found, enlarging the flight envelope beyond its previous low-speed/maximum-lift 
limit. In spite of the highly swept (600) leading edge, the efficiency of the lift augmentation by blowing 
was relatively high and was found to increase with increasing blowing momentum on the close-coupled-canard 
configuration. Interesting possibilities of obtaining much higher efficiencies with swirling jets were 
indicated. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

CD drag coefficient, including jet thrust 

CL lift coefficient, including jet thrust 

CLmax maximum-lift coefficient, including j et thrust 

Re 

lift increment due to blowing, incl uding jet thrust 

yawing-moment coefficient, including jet thrust 

rolling-moment coefficient, including jet thrust 

side-force coefficient, including j et thrust 

jet-momentum coefficient, equal to the product of the jet mass flux and its exit velocity normalized 
by the free-flow dynamic pressure and the wing-planform area 

Reynolds number 

angle of attack 

yaw angle 

Subscri pts 

B relative to the body frame of reference 

c on the canard 

T net aerodynamic coeff icient corrected for jet thrust 

w on the wing 

1. INTRODUCTION 

On e of the persistent goals in the desig n of advanced tactical fighter aircraft has been the 
generation of additional usable lift. It is required for improved maneuverability (this is also true 
for the new generation, highly maneuverable air-to-air missiles) and for good low-speed performance 
in takeoff and landing. Since the limits of conventional linear-lift have been reached, current modern 
designs use nonlinear, or vortex lift, which is characteristic of slender wings and of moderately swept 
wings with sharp leading edges. The leading-edge-vortex phenomenon has been understood for many years 
(e.g., Ref . 1). At moderate to high angles of attack the flow separates from the leading edge. The 
favorable spanwise pressure gradient causes the separating vortex sheet to reattach behind the leading edge 
and to roll up into a steady vortex over the lead ing edge (Fig. 1) . The high velocities and low pressures 
induced on the wing under the vortex produce the additional lift. Polhamus, in his well-known Suct ion
Analogy (Ref. 2), estimated the maximum lift that can be obtained in this way. The influence of the vor
ticity, shed from the leading edge, on the whole flow field and on the aerodynamic characteristics of an 
aircraft or missile configuration can be computed by a nonlinear vortex-lattice method (Ref. 3). 

The use of vortex lift is limited by vortex bursting or breakdown, which is characterized by a sudden 
expansion of the vortex about a rapidly decelerating core, with subsequent vortex disintegration and loss 
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of the orderly vortical flow. As the angle of attack is increased, the point of vortex breakdown moves 
upstream, causing loss of lift and, finally, stall (Ref. 4). 

While leading-edge vortices on slender highly swept wings are stable at moderate to high angles of 
attack, moderately swept wings that are in common use on fighter aircraft suffer from vortex breakdown at 
low angles of attack (e.g., Fig. 3 of Ref. 5), or sometimes do not produce leading-edge vortices at all 
(Ref . 6). Consequently, Kuchemann (Ref. 7) suggested a compromise between the contradictory requ iremen ts 
of fighter wings by combining coiled vortex sheets originating from the inboard parts of the wing with 
conventional attached flow over its outboard parts. This led to a hybrid wing design including concave 
double-delta wings, straked wings, or close-coupled-canard configurations (Ref. 8). In these designs a 
vortex emanating from the inboard elements (slender delta, strakes, or canard) produces a leading-edge 
vortex on the moderately swept outer part of the wing or stabilizes an existing one. These devices are 
essential for the nonlinear lift of moderately swept wings (Ref. 6), and also work in delaying the vortex 
breakdown of highly swept wings to still higher angles of attack (e.g., the Swedish Viggen aircraft, 
Ref. 9, or the Is rae li Kfir-C2 aircraft) . 

Although much has still to be learned about the basic mechanism of the vortex breakdown (Ref. 10), 
Cornish's description of the fluid-mechanic processes involved (Ref. 11) enabled him to apply vor~x con
trol in subsonic flow by blowing a high-velocity jet down its core. There is still some disagreement about 
why and how this method works. Cornish thought that the low-speed, highly vortical core was removed 
through entrainment by the high-speed jet. Dixon ' s observations (Ref. 12) indicated that the jet and the 
vortex did not mix until the jet had expended most of its energy. These observations were strengthened by 
later experiments with hot jets on large- scale vectored-engine-over-wing (VED-Wing) STOL configurations 
(Refs. 13-15) . Dixon's contention was that the jet acted as a barrier to the downstream motion of the 
leading-edge vortex and that vortex control was a function of the spanwise entrainment of the free-stream 
flow. 

In spite of the disagreement concerning the nature of the phenomenon, the feasibility and potential 
benefits of spanwise-blowing (SWB) in low-speed flow were proven by the results of many experimental pro
grams. Dixon pioneered the SWB with his flat-plate experiments (Ref. 16) and was "closely followed by 
Cornish 's SWB over a flap (Ref. 11) and POisson-Quinton's SWB over wings (Ref. 17). The in vestigation 
developed further by testing many wing planforms and configurations (Refs. 5, 6, 8, 18 , 19), and some 
re search aircraft configurations (Refs. 8, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21). All these investigations (and many more 
not mentioned here) concluded that SWB generates Significant lift increments and improves the drag polars 
at high angles of attack, with no loss (and in some cases a slight improvement) in longitudinal stati c sta
bility, and usually with a significant improvement in lateral/directional stability and a delay in the 
departure conditions (e.g., Ref. 8). Comparisons with other high-lift devices have led to the conclusion 
that SWB is more effective at high angles of attack (e.g., Refs . 5,8) and may be an alternative to mechan
ical flaps or strakes. 

The efficiency of SWB is also in question . It is addressed in most of the investigations as the ratio, 
~ CL / Cu' between the lift-coefficient increment (~CL) and the thrust coefficient of the spanwise jet (or 
jet-momentum coefficient, Cu' which is the jet contribution to the lift when vectored vertically downwards). 
This ratio (rather than the ratio of the negative drag increment at a given Q to the jet-momentum coeffi
cient) is used because the main aim is to increase CLmax' This efficiency is higher than 1.0 at angles of 

attack that are typically higher than 10° . The highest efficiencie s are reported "at the lowest blowing 
ra tes (Ref. 19) because of the sma 11 C~ in the denomi na tor. As the b 1 owi ng rate is increased, the effi
ciency decreases because of the diminishing lift increments (Ref. 8). The goal of the highest possible 
maximum lift (CLmax ) would therefore mean a low-efficiency, high blowing rate . Furthermore, the evaluation 

of SWB potential improvements in overall aircraft performance should also account for the loss in thrust 
from bleeding off engine air for the SWB. Several investigators have subtracted the thrust of the jet from 
the engine thrust and have come up with very promising results. Campbell (Ref. 19) concluded that SW B 
increases the specific excess power at load factors above 1.0 and allows higher load factors to be attained 
before reaching the lift limit. Dixon, Theisen, and Scruggs (Ref. 22) estimated that the A-7 Corsai r II 
aircraft could substitute SWB for all of its high-lift devices at a cost of only 15% of its thrust. 
Staudacher et al. (Ref. 8) were also optimistiC for the low-speed region, where the flight envelope was 
limited by the attainable maximum lift (that could be improved by SWB) while excess thrust was available. 
Erickson (Ref. 23) was less optimistic when he found a 27% reduction in thrust of the F-5E at the rela
tively low blowing rate of 0.012, and a co rresponding reduction in specific exc ess power available for 
maneuvering. One should, however, heed Erickson's remarks that SWB may be practical when used with new 
and suitable engines. An example of such innovative thoug ht is the VEO-Wing concept (Refs . 13-15), where 
up to 16% of the engine exhaust was diverted to the SWB system. 

Erickson's investigation of an existing fighter configuration (Ref. 23) i s of particular interest 
because it provides information about the effects of SWB on its overall high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic 
characteristics. This is an area of ongoing interest, as can be evidenced by the NASA/DFRC-LaRC F-4C 
flight-test program. Therefore, for the present investigation it was decided to test existing fighter
airplane configurations at the Technion, Israel Institute of Technology (IIT). The aircraft chosen for 
this test was the basic low delta -wing airframe of the Dassault Mirage-IIIC that closely resembled the 
IAI Kfir-Cl, and when equipped with a ca nard resemb led also the configuration of the IAI Kfir-C2. 

Whereas most of the configurations tested in the previously discussed references had moderately swept 
wings, this configuration had a 60° swept delta wing. The highly swept wing was chosen for obvious practi
ca l reasons, although It was known (Refs. 18, 19) that SWB Is more efficient on wings of lower sweep; 
highly swept lead ing edges generate a sizable amount of natural vortex lift that usually could not be 
increased by SWB. Blowing only increased the maximum lift. Lift augmentation throughout the angle-of
attack envelope that was measured in the present investigation was, therefore, unexpected and the investi
gation concentrated on delaying the vortex breakdown and on increaSing the maximum lift. Because this 
aircraft (like many others) was limited in high-lift maneuvers by lateral/directional stability and control 
considerations rather than by stall, speCial attention had to be paid to its stall-departure characteris 
tics . The first stage of the investigation was conducted in a low-speed wind tunnel, and it is assumed 
that the low-speed data presented here are i ndicative of lift and drag augmentation at speeds up to the 
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critical Mach number (Ref . 20). Furthermore , at the low-speed end of the flight envelope aircraft are 
usually limited by their maximum lift , while they still have ample excess power. It is, therefore, in 
this speed regime that the spanwise blowing can most effectively improve maneuverability. Improving 
maneuverability in the transonic speed range would also be desirable, but vortex stabilization by SWB from 
the fuselage would require impractical blowing rates (Ref. 8). Transonic performance can be improved by 
loca l blowing from the wing (Ref. 24) but that is a result of shock-induced-separation control rather than 
vortex stabilization . Therefore, transonic testing would have to be done at a later stage. 

In addition, the investigation includes a comparison of SWB with the effects of the canard, asymmet
ric blowing (to study the effects of a malfunctioning blowing system), and blowing of swirling jets (to 
evaluate the various theories on the SWB mechanism). 

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TESTS 

2. 1 The Model 

The model used in this study (Fig. 2) is a 1:35-sca1e metal-reinforced plastic replica of the aircraft 
with the twin inlets faired over. The model has a low delta wing with a relatively sharp leading edge that 
has a conical droop and is swept back 60°. The basic model (no canard) is designated as Configuration A 
in the following discussion . The same model can also be equipped with a canard mounted on the engine 
inlets at a height of 0.31 local fuselage diameter above the wing. The canard has a leading-edge sweep 
angle of 45° and a span of 44% of the wing span (fuselage included). The model with the canard is desig
nated as Configuration B. 

Four convergent steel nozzles were installed in the model, two on each side of the fuselage, one 
above the wing and one above the canard. The wing nozzles (2 .3 mm in diameter) iss ued a jet parallel to 
the wing leading edge. Their location, one diameter above the wing surface and 10% of the root chord 
from the leading edge, was determined by preliminary tests on a larger model (not reported). The effects 
of the vertical pOSition on the blowi ng were rather small. The axial location had a somewhat stronger 
influence, with the blowing becoming more effective as the nozzles were mo ved aft. The location used in 
the present experiments was t he farthest aft that was consistent with the structure of the inlets of the 
existing aircraft. The canard nozzles had a 1.3 mm diameter and their location relative to the canard 
was similar to the location of the wing nozzles relative to the wing. 

2.2 The Blowing System 

Compressed air at pressures up to 8 atm was supplied to the model's nozzles from the laboratory's 
low-pressure system through flexible hoses along the model sting-support, and through stainless steel 
tubes inside the model. Air cou ld be blown from any single nozzle when asymmetric blowing was i nvesti
gated; or from all four nozzles simultaneously, or separately from the wing or canard nozzles only . 
Swirling jets were obtained from the same nozzles by inserting drill bits because good swirl nozzles 
could not be manufactured due to their small size. Swirl direction was controlled by using right- or 
left-hand bits. The inserts reduced the nozzle cross-section area by about 75%. It is not known how 
much swirl was actually imparted to the jets by this method. 

2.3 Wind Tunnel and Instrumentation 

The tests were conducted in the 1 m x 1 m (3 -m long) test section of the low-speed atmospheric wind 
tunnel of the Aeronautical Research Center, Technion, lIT. Airspeed in all of the tests was 30 mlsec with 
a corresponding Reynolds number of - 1.8 x 10 6 /m or 1.8 x lOS, based on the mean aerodynamic chord. 

The model was mounted on a six-component internal strain-gage sting balance, and the data were 
acqu'i red and reduced to aerodynamic coeffici ents by an NEFF620/E1 bi t-CR 17 da ta-acqui s i tionlcomputer 
system. Forces were conventionally normalized by the free-stream dynamic pressure and the wing area; 
moments, measured relative to a reference point at 48% of the root-chord, were normalized with the 
mean aerodynamic chord. The longitudina l aerodynamic coefficients were computed in t he wind frame of ref
erence whereas the lateral coeff icients were computed and presented in the body frame of reference. 

2.4 Force Tes ts 

The longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients were measured at 0° yaw angle during ang1e-of-attack sweeps 
from _8 ° to 60° , and the lateral coefficients were measured during yaw -angle sweeps from _8° to 36 ° at 
fixed angles of attack of 0°, 10° , 20°, 25°, 30°, and 35°. Blowing stagnation pressures were 4, 6, and 
8 atm for the wing and 4 and 6 atm for the canard, corresponding to j et-momentum coefficients of 0.05, 
0.07, and O.Og on the wing, and 0.016 and 0.022 on the canard. In the asymmetric-blowing tests on one 
wing only, the jet-momentum coefficient was 0.025, 0.035, and 0.045, and in the swirling-jet experiments 
it was -0.01 2 (for a blowing pressure of 4 atm). 

Before beginning the wind-tunnel tests, all the nozzles were plugged and the air-feed and blowing 
systems were pressurized to ensure that the balance was not affected by stiffening of the air hoses and 
tubes. The nozzles were then unplugged and the direct contributions of the jets to the lift and the 
thrust were recorded without flow in the tunnel, later to be subtracted from the values measured with flow 
in the tunnel. The results presented here for Configuration A are net aerodynamic results corrected for 
the contributions of the jet momentum . The results for Configuration B were not corrected and the aero
dynamic coeffic ients include the contributions from the jets; these contributions are presented so that 
the results with thrust removed can be calculated. The correction for the thrust contributions is the 
aerodynamicist's way of evaluating the net aerodynamic effects of SWB, but since the actual aircraft 
experiences the total lift and drag, these are shown for Configuration B. The thrust loss should also be 
taken i nto account but must be measured on the actual engine (Ref. 23) . It is interesting to note that 
the thrust result ing from the je ts was larger tha n the streamwise component of the jet momentum, possibly 
because of suction over the leading-edge droop . 
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2.5 Flow-Vis ualization Tests 

Some flow-visualization tests were conducted using a helium bubble generator. Bubbles are generated 
by blowing a helium-air stream through a liquid detergent. The bubbles are filtered so tha t only the 
neutrally buoyant bubbles are injected into the wind tunnel through a nozzle and follow the air-flow 
streamlines. The bubbles reflect the light of a high-intensity spotlight and can be seen against the 
dark background of the black-painted model and wind-tunnel walls. Flow visualization was used to study 
the characteristics of the flow over the wing and the canard and to correlate them with the force measure
ments. An example is presented in Figs. 3 and 4 where the model is at an angle of attack of -3 5° . The 
streamlines over a section of the wing leading edge are shown in Fi g. 3a without blowing (Cu = 0). The 
flow is separated from the leading edge onwards. There is no observable orderly pattern and some reversed 
flow can be seen. When the spanwise blowing (Cu = 0.07) is turned on (Fig. 3b) , the flow is seen to 
reattach behind an orderly vortex. The vortex core is clearly defined with its breakdown occurring some
where over the trailing edge. Figure 4a shows the flow over the canard under the same conditions without 
blowing. The canard does not seem to have any effect on the flow f ield. In fact, the local flow seems 
to be separated from the canard and the wing. When air is blown over the ca nard and the wing 
(C uc = 0.022, Cuw = 0.07), a vortex is formed over t he canard, and the flow over the vortex turns downward 
and reattaches to the wing (Fi g: 4b). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Configuration A 

Symmetric blowing . The effects of blowing on the lift coefficient (corrected for the j et contribu
tion) are shown in Fig. 5. Contrary to previous experience with wings of hig h sweep angles (Refs. 18, 19), 
blowing not only increases the maximum-lift values, but also increases the lift-curve slope. The slope 
increment at low angles of attack (a < 12°) was smal l but unmistakable and was probably due to an increased 
effective camber (Ref . 19). At higher angles of attack there was an appreciable increase in the slope and 
the maximum-lift coefficient was increased from 1.37 to 1.67. The angle of attack for maximum lift was 
increased by only about 1° , from 34 ° to 35°. An increase in the jet-momentum coefficient from Cu = 0.05 
to Cu = 0.07 had a small effect, and was un justifiable as far as efficiency was concerned. 

Figure 6 presents the improvement in the drag polar after subtraction of the thrust of the je ts. 
There was a slight decrease in the zero-lift drag, possibly because of some increase in leading-edge suc
tion, and although the drag fo r any other given angle of attack was higher with blowing tha n without blow
ing, there was a Significant reduction in drag for any given lift coefficient. Blowing had no effect on 
the longitudinal static stabi lity except for extending the stable region (not shown) to the new CL 
without pitchup (e.g ., Refs. 8, 21, 23). max 

Asymmetrlc b10wlnq. The effects of asymmetric blowing had to be i nvestigated in order to assure that 
the control surfaces cou ld cope wlth the asymmetric loads on the airframe in the case of a malfunction. 
The effects of blowing over the left wing only are shown in Figs. 7-10. The previous blowing coefficients 
of 0.05 and 0.07 were halved to 0.025 and 0.035 and the lift i ncremen ts res ul ting from blowing were lower 
than with symmetric blowing, but by less than 50% (Fig. 7). Increasing the blowing pressure to 8 atm and 
the blowing coefficient to Cu = 0.045 brought the CLmax back to the value of 1.65, almost the val ue 
achieved with Cu = 0.07. This gives some insight into the effects of blowing rate, and it seems that 
Cu = 0.045 ,0.05 i s the maximum needed. Interes tingly, the asymmetric blowing increased t he angle of 
attack of maximum lift to a = 38°. 

Asymmetric blowin g had no detrimental effects on the lift. No new effects on t he drag or t he pitch
i ng moment were expected or observed. On t he othe r hand, effects on the lateral aerodynamic coefficients 
were expected, but the measured side force ( thrust not removed) (Fig. 8) was small and probably attribu
table to the jet thrust. The small asymmetry of the side force was also observed without blowing and 
must have been the resu lt of some model asymmetry. The sudden dip in t he side force at 32° < a < 58° 
and the sign reversal at s till higher angles of attack, that are apparently the result of asymmetric sep
aration and vortex shedding from the fuselage, were not affected by the bl owing. 

The trend of the uncorrected yawing moment (Fig. 9) is similar to that of the side force . The addi
tional mome nt resulting from blowing is not large and can be controlled by the rudder . The effect on the 
corrected rolling moment was more significant (Fig . 10) . Blowing over the left wing only and increasing 
its lift had a dramatic effect at angles of attack above 12°, when it generated a strong positive rolling 
moment. This continued up to ); 40° , when the moment was drastically reduced. The moment was not too 
large for the ailerons to handle; moreover , such an effect could be used for rapid roll control as an aid 
to the ailerons. The sudden dip in the rolling moment at a > 32° without blowing, or at a > 36 ° , 40° 
with bl owing, is again related to the asymmetric separation on the nose. 

Swirling jets . As stated before, it was Cornish's contention (Ref. 11) that the jet's function was 
to flow down the core of the vortex and, acting like a spanwise line sink, remove by entrainment the low
velocity high - vorticity core flow. Later experiments Showed, however, that the j et and the vortex did not 
mix (Refs. 13 - 15). Dixon (Ref. 12) on the other hand, believed that the 1eading-edge-vortex breakdown 
phenomenon was a res ul t of its helix angle becoming less than 42°, or a result of the ratio of the vortex 
swirl velocity to the axial velocity becoming greater than 1.12. This happened when the vortex began to 
turn downstream . Dixon reaso ned that SWB prevented or delayed the vortex breakdown by acting as a barrier 
and correlated t he effectiveness of SWB with its spanwise entrainmen t of free-stream flow . Increasing the 
SWB effects should therefore result from improved mixing of the j et with the free stream and would also 
require the longest possible spanwise reach of the j et. 

Several experiments were conducted with swirling j ets to test these co ncepts . The swirl of the j et 
could have several effects. Diver~ing some of the j et's axial momentum into its circumferential flow 
should shorten its active length and, therefore, reduce its effectiveness as a barrier. On the other 



hand, swirl should improve its entrainment characteristics and thus its effectiveness. Also, since the 
vortex and jet cores have a common boundary, the jet's swirl should, according to Dixon (Ref. 12), reduce 
the vortex helix angle and, therefore, destabilize the vortex when they are counterrotating, and, con
versely, stabilize the vortex when they are corotating. 
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Three different swirling-jet experiments were conducted, one with positive swirl (the jets on both 
wings corotating with the leading-edge vortices), a second with negative swirl (both jets counterrotating), 
and a third with negative swirl on the right wing and positive swirl on the left. The results were sur
prising. In spite of the much lower jet-momentum coefficient ( C ~ = 0.012) resulting from the reduced 
nozzle cross-section area, a maximum-lift coefficient of {CLmax)T = 1.67 was obtained (Fig. 11), essen-
tiallyequal to the one corresponding to axial blowing with C~ = 0.50 (Fig. 5). The highest lift was 
obtained with the positive swirl, but the differences, due to swirl direction, are too small to be sig
nificant. The same is also true for the drag polar (Fig. 12). 

Before drawing any conclusions from these results, one has to remember that the jet was not truly 
swirling, but rather made of two discrete jets emerging from the drill-bit grooves at cross angles. It 
is, therefore, impossible to speculate about the effects of swirl on the stability of the vortex. It can 
be safely assumed, however, that the two jets improved the mixing and entrainment of the free-stream flow, 
resulting in the dramatic increase in the lift. 

Lateral aerodynamics. The side force acting on the basic model (measured in the body frame of ref
erence) lncreased with yaw angle and became more nonlinear with increasing angle of attack (Fig. 13). The 
side force also increased with increasing j et momentum, smoothi ng the cu rve s and apparently preventing 
local separations. The stronger effect of the SWB was on the yawing moment (Fig. 14) . At the lower 
angles of attack (n S 20°) the SWB had little effect (Fig . 14a), whereas it stabilized the configuration 
at the hi9her angles of attack (20° < n ~ 30°) up to high yaw angles, where without blowing it was unstable 
(Fig. 14b). In fact, only at n = 35° did blowing fail to stabilize the configuration. This is a good 
example of an airframe that was not limited in angle of attack (n < 25°) by sta ll, which started only at 
n = _34° , but by lateral/directional instability, which was postponed by blowing to n > 30 °. 

3.2 Configuration B 

SWB over the wing only. The canard itself increased the natural vortex lift of the wing by intensify
ing and stabilizing its vortex, as can be seen in the increased lift curve slope (solid curve in Fig. 15) 
and i n the maximum lift (CLmax = 1.63). Blowing over the wing only on Configuration B further increased 

the vortex lift (Fig. 15, jet thrust not removed). The slope of t he lift curve was increased above n = BO 
and the maximum lift was increased to 1.66 and 1.74 with blowing rates of C~ = 0.05 and 0.07, respec
tively (Fig. 15). As a result of the increase in natural vorticity, induced by the canard, the efficiency 
of the blowing on this configuration was lower than without a canard (Fig. 5). Without a canard 
~CL/ C u = 0.28/0.05 = 5.60 and 6CL/C ~ = 0.3/0.07 = 4.29, whereas with a canard ~CL/ C~ = 0.03/0.05 = 0.60 
and 6CL/Cu = 0.11/0.07 = 1.57. Surprisingly though, the efficiency of SWB with the higher blowing rate was 
in this case higher than the efficiency of SWB with the lower momentum coefficient. Obviously, if one is 
willing to pay the price, SWB can increase the maximum lift already obtained by high-lift devices, but at 
reduced efficiency. The effect of blowing over the wing only on the drag polar of Configuration B 
(Fig. 16) is similar to that of Configuration A, namely, an i ncreased lift for a given drag or a reduced 
drag for a given lift. 

SWB over both wing and canard. Blowing over both lifting surfaces increased the lift curve slope and 
the maXlmum lift more than did SWB over the wing alone (Fig. 17). With a total jet-momentum coefficient 
of C~ = 0.066 ( C ~w = 0.05 plus C~c = 0.016 ) the maximum- lift coefficient was increased to CLmax = 1.78 
with an efficiency of ~CL/ C " = 0.15/0 .066 = 2. 27, and with C~ = 0.092 (C~w = 0.07 plus C~c = 0.022) 

CLma~ was increased to 1.91 with an efficiency of 0.28/0.092 = 3.04. This is also surprising, because 
not only was the efficiency higher with the higher jet momen tum, but it was even higher than it was with 
blowing over the wing alone with a lower j et momentum coefficient. Figure 17 also shows the direct lift 
of the jets so that the pure aerodynamic lift increments resulting from blowing could be evaluated. These 
were ~CL = 0.11 and 0.21, respective ly, for the above-mentioned cases with thrust removed and 
~CL = 0.15 and 0.25, respectively, with thrust included. 

Figure 18 shows the improvement in t he drag polar without removing the thrust . The static thrust of 
the j ets is also shown . If the thrust was subtracted from the drag, the zero-lift drag would be slightly 
reduced by the blowing and the 1ift-to-drag ratio would still be improved for all angles. With direct j et 
contri butions included, the 1ift-to-drag ratio for CD = 1.0 was increased from L/D = 1.58 to 
L/ D = 1.73 and L/D = 1.83 for the two blowing rates presented . At the maximum lift the corresponding 
values of this ratio were L/ D = 1.58 and 1.65, respectively, whereas L/ D was only 1.46 without blowing. 

Lateral/directional stability. With blowing over both lifting surfaces, the lateral/directional 
characteristics of the configurati on had to be tested again. As was the case with Configuration A, SWB 
smoothed the curves of the side force versus yaw angle up to an angle of attack of 30° (Fig. 19). It 
maintained a monotonously increasing side force, apparently by preventing asymmetric-vortex breakdown and 
local separations and rapid shifts of the lateral center of pressure. The SWB lost its influence on the 
side force only at ~ = 35°. 

The effect of blowing on the yawing moment is shown in Fig. 20. Without blowing, the configu ration 
was gradually lOSing its lateral stability at lower yaw angles when the angle of attack was increased 
(Fig. 20a), until at 1 = 25° i t was too unstable for practical purposes (Fig. 20b). SWB i ncreased the 
stability at the lower angles of attack (Fig. 20a) and stabilized the configuration at ~ = 25° and 30° 
up to yaw angles of 30° 32° . At an angle of attac k of 30°, the higher blowing rate was required on both 
wing and canard for stab 1ization, but even this rate was insufficient for stabilization at l = 35°. In 
summary , like Configurat on A, Configuration B was also limited in angle of attack by lateral/d irectional 
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instability rather than by stall. Spanwise blowing increased the flight envelope and improved performance 
by stabilizing the configuration and i ncreasing the available lift. 

3.3 Comparison of SWB with the Canard 

Figures 21 and 22 summarize the results of this investigation. Lift and drag results, with and with 
out the canard, are compared with and without blowing. All the results are with thrust removed. Spanwise 
blowing with a jet-momentum coefficient of C~ = 0.05 (a lower one will probably also do) gives about the 
same lift characteristics as the canard (Fig . 21, circles vs dashed line), both in lift-curve slope and in 
maximum lift, and with a much lower drag (Fig. 22). The canard increases the drag for a given lift coef
ficient whereas the SWB reduces it. Furthermore, while SWB can be turned on or off as required and can 
thus conserve energy during most phases of a mission profile, the penalty of increased drag and additional 
deadweight of the canard persists throughout the flight envelope, even when the canard is not needed. The 
lateral/directional effects of SWB are also much better than effects of the canard (not shown); it enables 
the airframe to fully exploit its maximum lift without additional stabilizing aids like the wing-1eading
edge sawtooth or the mustache on the Kfir-C2 aircraft. The lift curve and drag polar of the close-coupled
canard of Configuration B, with SWB over both wing and canard, are shown in Figs. 21 and 22 for overall 
comparison. The additional gains in both lift and lift-to-drag ratio are .impressive. 

4. CONCLUSIONS ANO RECOMMENOATIONS 

1. Spanwise blowing on Configuration A over the highly swept (60°) delta wing with a conically droop
ing leading edge increased the maximum lift and the slope of the lift curve. The efficiency of increasing 

.the maximum lift (5.60 for C~ = 0.05 and 4.29 for C = 0.07) was higher than previously reported for 
similar delta wings (Ref. 21) and almost as high as ef¥iciencies found on the moderately swept wings (45° 
and 32°) of Refs. B, 19, and 20 . 

2. SWB over this wing significantly improved the lift-to-drag ratio. 

3. Asymmetric blowing did not pose a control problem, but could be used to augment the ro ll response 
of the aircraft. 

4. The efficiency of the SWB was quadrupled using swirling j ets, without any additional penalty. The 
use of swirling jets has to be further investigated, as well as the possible use of more than one jet to 
imp rove mixing and entrainment. 

5. SWB increased the lateral / directional stability of Configuration A at low angles of attack and 
stabilized it in its naturally unstable region of 25° < ~ < 30°, thus enabling it to exploit its full 
maximum-lift capability. 

6. SWB over the wing of Configuration A achieved the same lift augmentation (thrust removed) as did 
the ca nard, but at a much lower drag. 

7. SWB on Configuration B, over the wing only, further improved both the lift curve and the drag 
polar, but at a lower efficiency t han with SWB on Configuration A (without a canard). 

B. SWB on both wing and ca nard of Configuration B augmented the lift and improved the drag polar 
more than did blowing on the wing a lone. The efficiency of SWB over both lifting surfaces wa s higher than 
that of blowing over the wing only. 

9. In both cases of blowing on Configuration B, the blowing efficiency increased when the jet momen
tum was increased, contrary to past and present experience with blowing over wings alone. 

10 . Configura tion B was stabilized by SWB up to high yaw angles at angles of attack up to 30° , and 
could therefore use the maximum lift that could not be reached previously because of lateral/directional 
instabil ity. 

11 . SWB on Configuration B has to be in vestigated in high-subsonic-speed flows where Ref. 20 reported 
lift augmentation of the order f ound in the low-speed experiments . Supercritica1 transonic testing is 
also needed to find out if the same blowing system, with reasonable momentum coefficients, could achieve 
the shock-induced-separation control reported in Ref. 24. 

12. As a result of Erickson 'S cOmments (Ref. 23) about the feasibility of practical appl ication of 
SWB with engines designed for high bleed rates and low sensitivity of thrus t loss to engine bleed, and t he 
success of SWB with the VEO-wing concept, further invest igation is recommended concerning the possibility 
of bleeding the engine combusti on products down stream of the tu rbin e instead of bleeding the compressor 
ai r. This would require longer and heat-insulated piping but will affect the thrust to a much lesser 
degree. The hot gases may also be used to preheat the fuel, t hus compe nsating for the remaining thrust 
loss. 
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Fig. 3. Main-wing vortex breakdown and stabilization. (a) Breakdown. (b) Stabilization by SWB. 
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Fig. 4. Canard-vortex breakdown and stabilization. (a ) Breakdown. (b) Stabilization by SWB . 
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